. We prove the same theorem, replacing "continuous" by "sequentially continuous" for locally convex spaces from a class which contains strict inductive limits of Fréchet spaces and strong duals of Fréchet-Schwarz spaces and is closed with respect to finite products and sequentially closed subspaces. The key-point of the proof is an extension of the theorem on existence of a sequentially continuous right inverse of any surjective sequentially continuous linear operator to some class of non-metrizable locally convex spaces.
Introduction
In the present paper all locally convex topological vector spaces (LCS) axe considered to be real and Hausodrff. As usual T stands for the class of The open-mapping theorem [13] and Theorem Ml applied to the multivalued map, being the inverse of a surjective linear operator, imply THEOREM 
M2. Let E,F G T and T : E -> F be a surjective continuous linear operator. Then T has a continuous right inverse.
Theorems Ml and M2 have many applications in analysis and in theory of differential equations. In particular, they axe useful in studying solvability of ordinary differential equations (1) x
(t) = f(t,x(t)),
where E is a LCS, / : I x E -> E and I is an interval of the real line. One of the reasons to study such equations (they were intensively studied during last decades, see e.g. [1, 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [14] [15] [16] [17] 19, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 28] ) is the fact that any partial differential equations can be interpreted [19] as an ordinary differential equation in an appropriate LCS. Linear ordinary differential equations are studied e.g. in [4, 7, 9, 11, [15] [16] [17] [23] [24] [25] [26] . A solution of (1) is a function x G C l {I,E) such that x{t) = f(t,x(t)) for any t e I (we consider only strong solutions). Below all LCS are assumed to be real and Hausdorff. Let E be a LCS and I be an interval of the real line. DEFINITION (1) if for any (i 0 , x 0 ) € I x E, x{t) = S^x 0 is a solution of (2) in the interval {t G I : t ^ io}-An FSS or UFSS is called linear if it is linear with respect to the variable x G E.
A map S : I x E E, (t,x) Stx is called a fundamental system of solutions in I starting from to G I (FSS(to, /)) of the equation (1) if for any XQ G E, x(t) = St'.RO is a solution of the Cauchy problem (2) x(t) = f(t,x(t)), x(t 0 ) = x 0 .

If I = [a, b] or I = [a, b) and J = {(i, s) G I 2 : t ^ s} then a map S : JxE -> E, (t, s, x) i -• S%x is called a uniform fundamental system of solutions in I (UFSS(I)) of the equation
Symbol L(E) stands for the space of linear continuous operators on E and £(/, E) is the set of continuous maps T : I x E E, (t, x) Ttx linear with respect to the variable x G E. We consider Cauchy problems for affine ordinary differential equations: for any (x0, f) e E x C(R, E)}, [24, 9] . Moreover, there exists T G £(R, R N ) such that the Cauchy problem x(t) = Ttx(t), x(0) = xo has no solutions for any XQ € R N \ {0} [26] . On the other hand there exists a non-normable Frechet space E such that L(E) = unex '(E) [15] .
Sequentially continuous systems
Using Theorem M2, Herzog and Lemmert [11] proved the following theorem.
THEOREM HL. Let a > 0, E e T and, T G ex(E). Then for any f G C([0, a],E), there exists a continuous FSS(0, [0, a]) of the equation x = Tx+ f. In particular, T 6 ex'(E).
Note that the equality ex(E) = ex'(E) for Frechet spaces is also proved in [23] .
Let 5 be the class of LCS E such that for any (T, /) G ex (E) xC([0,1 ],E) there exists a sequentially continuous FSS(0, [0,1]) of the equation x = Tx + /. Clearly Theorem HL is equivalent to the inclusion T C S. In the present paper we extend Theorem M2 (replacing "continuous" by "sequentially continuous") to a certain class of non-metrizable spaces. Using this extension, we prove, in particular, that S3?, where Q contains strict inductive limits of separable Frechet spaces and strong duals of Frechet-Schwarz spaces and is closed with respect to finite products and to sequentially closed subspaces. Therefore, sequentially closed subspaces of V x <S' belong to S, where V = T>(R n ) is the space of infinitely differentiate functions with (E) Q is closed with respect to finite products and sequentially closed subspaces. 
Theorem 2 and Lemmas 2, 3 immediately imply
COROLLARY 1. Let E e
ynuG, T € ex (E) and f e C(I, E). Then there exists a sequentially continuous UFSS(I) of the equation x(t) = Tx(t)+f(t).
Proofs of Lemmas 1-3
Proof We shall show that is a sequentially continuous UFSS (7) of the equation
x(t) = Ttx(t) + f(t).
Sequential continuity of follows from (6) and sequential continuity of S and T. Substituting t = s into (6), we obtain that fS\x -Six = x. It 
remains to verify that the map y(t) -fS*x is a solution of the equation y(t) -Tty(t) + f(t). Since S is an UFSS(J) of the equation x(t) = Ttx(t),
differentiating (6), we obtain 
y(t) = f{t) + T t j f(r) dr + T T \ SJT T j /(r) dr dr + T T S s t x = f(t) + T t y(t).
s s s
Proof of Proposition 1
(A) and (B) follow directly from the Banach-Dieudonne theorem; (C) and (E) are obvious. Let E' be a strong dual of a Frechet-Schwarz space E and {U n : N G N} be a base of neighborhoods of zero in E such that M n < M n+ 1 for any n € N, where M n -
G IC(E').
Clearly, M n satisfy conditions (UM0) and (UM1) and the Banach spaces E n = E' M satisfy (UFO) and (UF1). Therefore E' G UT HUM. Since {M n : n G"N} is a base of K(E') and M n M n+ 1 for any n G N, we have that E' EX. Thus, E' G Q. Let now E be a strict inductive limit of Frechet spaces E n . Then E n satisfy (UFO) and (UF1) and M n = E n satisfy (UM0) and (UM1). Therefore E G U.T FL UM.. Since any Frechet space belongs to X (see e.g. [27] , Lemma 3) and any K G K{E) is contained in some E n , we have that E G X. Thus, E G G and (D) is proved.
Auxiliary Lemmas
LEMMA Al. Let E b a sequentially complete LCS and F C C(I,E) be an S-space. Then F is closed in C(I,E) and F is sequentially complete.
Proof. Let to 6 I and T G C(I,E) be such that F = E(I,T). Evidently,
where
Hence F is closed in C(7, E) as the intersection of kernels of continuous linear operators At and F is sequentially complete as a closed subspace of a sequentially complete space C(I, E).
•
LEMMA A2. Let E be a LCS and F C C(I, E) be an S-space. Then E
Let E € UT (resp. E € UM) and A n be subsets of E, satisfying (UFO) and (UF1) (resp. (UMO) and (UM1)). Using Lemma Al one can see that B n = {f € F : f(t) € A n for any t 6 1} satisfy (UFO) and (UF1) (resp. (UMO) and (UM1)) as subsets of F. Hence F e UT (resp. F € UM).
Let E e y, {K n : n € N} be a base of JC(E) and M n = {x e F : x(t) 6 K n Vi 6 /}. Since E is sequentially complete, any metrizable compact subset of E is contained in an element of K{E). Therefore for any n E N, there exists me N such that Without loss of generality we can assume that a = 1. Let E € yh and {K n : n G N} be a base of IC(E), consisting of ellipsoids such that K n C K n+ 1 for all n G N. Consider functions Continuity of T and sequential completeness of E imply that for any n G N,
is Borel-measurable, we can define According to the definition of N, there exists a sequence t n E I such that PK(xn(t n )) ~h 0. Since x n (t n ) 6 Q and Q K, we have that x n (t n ) 7 4 0 in E, which contradicts the uniform convergence of x n to 0. Hence M N and therefore F € X. •
Let E € X and M € K. (F). Since E is sequentially complete, Q = aco {x(t) : (t,x) € IxM} € K{E). Pick K € K(E) such that Q « K and let
N = {x € F : x(t) eKVte I}. Since the set {¿(t) = T t x(t) : (t, x)eIxN} is compact, Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that N 6 fC(E).
LEMMA A3. Let (E,0) be a LCS and M € M(E). Then (E m ,T(M,E)) is a Frechet space.
Proof. Clearly r = r(M,E) is stronger than Q\E m -Let U n € U{E) be such that {W n = U n fl M : n €. N} is a base of T-neighborhoods of zero in M. Since for any U G U(E), there exists n € N such that U fl M D W n , we see that {W n : n G N} is a pre-base of r-neighborhoods of zero in EM-Therefore (EM,T) is a metrizable LCS. It remains to prove completeness of (EM,T)• Let x n be a Cauchy sequence in {EM,'r). Since M is a r-neighbor hood of zero, there exists c > 0 such that x n G cM for any n € N. Since x n is a Cauchy sequence in E and cM is a complete subset of (E, 0), we have that x n is ^-convergent to a; € cM. It remains to show that x n is r-convergent to x. According to the definition of r for this goal it suffices to verify that PM(x n -x) -> 0, where pm is the Minkowskii functional of M. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists e > 0 and an infinite set A C N such that x n -x eM for all n G A. Since cCfi is a r-Cauchy sequence, there exists an infinite set B C A such that x n -x m G eM for all m, n G B. Fixing n G B, passing to the limit as m -> oo and using ^-completeness of M, we obtain that Xfi X G eM, which is a contradiction. • LEMMA A4. Let E, F be LCS, M be a metrizable convex balanced subset of F and T : E -> F be a linear operator such that for any x n e M (n € N), x n -• 0 there exist y n G E (n G N) such that y n -> 0 and Ty n = x n for any n G N.
Then for any open set U C E the set T(U) fl M is open in M.
Proof. Suppose that there exists an open set
x. Then z n = (x n -x)/2 e M and z n -> 0. Therefore there exist y n € E such that y n -> 0 and Ty n = z n . Pick u G U such that Tu = x. Then T{u + 2z n ) = x + 2z n = x n . Since u+2z n -» u €U and U is open, we have that u+2z n G U for sufficiently large n's. Hence, x n G T(U) for sufficiently large n's, which is a contradiction. •
LEMMA A5. Let E G UT, (E n ,r n ) be spaces, satisfying (UFO) and (UF1), F be a LCS, M G A4(F), and T : E -> F be a sequentially continuous linear operator such that T(E) D M. Then 1) there exists n G N such that T(E n ) D M and 2) if additionally F G X and T is surjective then there exists n G N such that T(E n ) D M and for any U G T n , T(U) fl M is open in M.
Proof. 1) Let A n = T~1(M)nE n .
Clearly A n G M(E n ). Let G n = (E n ) An and G = Fm-According to Lemma A3 G n and G are Frechet spaces. Closed graph theorem [13] implies that restictions T\ Gn : G n -> G are continuous linear operators. Since G is the union of L n = T(G n ), there exists n G N for which L n is a Baire second category set in the Frechet space G. Hence, L n is dense in G. Since T n = T\ Gn : G n -> L n is a linear continuous surjective operator from the Frechet space G n to the Baire metrizable LCS L n , the open mapping theorem [5] implies that T n is open. Therefore L n is isomorphic to the Frechet space G n / ker T n . Hence, L n is complete and therefore closed in G. Since L n is dense in G, we have that
2) Suppose the contrary. Then according to Lemma A4, for any n G N, there exist x% G M (k G N) such that -> 0 (k -> oo) and there do not exist y% G E n for which yJJ -> 0 (k -> oo) and Ty% = for any k G N. Since M is metrizable, we can choose c n G (0,1) such that CnX£ -* 0 (n + k -> oo). Let Q = aco : n,k G N}. Since F G X, we have that Q G /C(F) and there exists K G fC( According to Lemma A3, H is a Frechet space. Closed graph theorem [13] Proof. Let {K n : n € N} be a base of K,(E). Since K is the union of T(K n ) fl K and T(K n ) D K are closed in K, Baire theorem implies that T(K n ) D K has non-empty interior in K for some n 6 N. For this n we have that T(K n ) fl K absorbs K. Hence, there exists c > 0 such that
Proof of Theorem 1
Let (E, F) e (yn x y) U (UT x XUM) and T : E F be a surjective sequentially continuous linear operator. We have to prove that T has a sequentially continuous right inverse.
CASE I: EeUT and F e XUM.
Let E n and M n be subsets of E and F satisfying (UFO), (UF1) and (UMO), (UM1) respectively; Eo = {0} and Mo = {0}. We shall construct continuous maps f n : M n -• E and integers m n e Z + (n 6 Z+) such that One can easily verify that f n satisfies (9). Let / : F -> E be the map defined by equalities = fn-Formula (9) implies that / is well-defined, is a right inverse of T and have continuous restrictions to M n . According to (UM1) / is sequentially continuous. Let {K n : n G N} be a base of 1C(F) such that K n C K n +1 for any n € N. According to Lemma A6 there exists a base {M n : n 6 N} of ¡C(E) consiting of ellipsoids such that 3M n C M n+ \ and T(M n ) D K n for any n 6 N. Let K 0 = {0}, M 0 = {0} and f 0 : K 0 E, f 0 (0) = 0. We shall construct continuous maps f n : K n -> E such that for any n € N, (10) Tf n (x) = x for any x G K n , f n \ Kn _ x = fn-1, and f n (K n ) C 3M n .
Suppose that n G N and fj for j < n, satisfying (10) are already constructed. Evidently L n = T~l{0) fl EM u is a closed linear subspace of the Hilbert space J5m" • Since M n is compact with respect to the weak topology a of the Hilbert space EM u , we have that a induces the initial topology on M n . Let L^ be the orthocomplement of L n in EM u • Since L^ is cr-closed, we have that Q n = fl M n fl T~l(K n ) is closed in M n . Then ifj n = T\q n : Qn -> K n is a continuous bijection and Q n is compact. Therefore the map 1 : K n -> M n is continuous. Dugundji's extension theorem [6, 3] implies the existence of a continuous map cp n : K n -> E for which ^^ 9n{K n ) C co (/"_i -ij)-l )(K n -1) and tp n (x) = f n -i(x) -i>~l{x) for any x G K n -\.
Let now f n : K n -> E, f n (x) = <p n (x) + ip~1(x). Clearly f n is continuous.
Formula (11) implies that f n (x) = f n -i(x) for any x G K n -1 and for any x e K n , / n (X) = tp n (x) + i>~\x) G CO (/ N _L -1) + M n C 3M n _i + M n + M n C 3M n .
Since Ti})~l{x) = x (10) for / n _i and (11) imply that T(co(/ n _i-Vn l )(^n-l)) = {0}.
Using (11), we obtain
Tf n {x) = Tip n {x) + TxP~\x) ex + T{co (/ n _i -^(Kn-i)) C.x + {0} = {*}-Therefore Tf n (x) -x. This proves (10) for /". The sequence f n has been constructed. Let f : F E be the map defined by equalities f\ Kn = f n . Formula (10) implies that / is well-defined and is a right inverse of T. Since any convergent sequence in F is contained in some K n and the restrictions /\ K = f n are continuous we have that / is sequentially continuous.
Proof of Theorem 2
Let E G Q U yn and T G £(/, E) be such that the Cauchy problem (5) is solvable in I for any x 0 G E. Let F = E(7, T) and T : F -c E, Tx = z(0).
According to Lemma 1 it suffices to prove the existence of a sequentially continuous right inverse of T. If E eG then E e XUM and F e UT and if E e yH then E E y and F e yH according to Lemma A2. It remains to apply Theorem 1. In [25] we prove that (1.0) T,S U E C(R,S), and the maps T,S U : E x S S (u € R) are infinitely Fréchet differentiable [2] , where S u (t, x) = S^x (T and S are defined by (13));
Examples
(1.1) for any (io,xq) £1x5, the Cauchy problem This example shows that in the case of time-dependent linear equations in Frechet spaces, sovability of Cauchy problems for the homogeneous equation does not imply solvability of non-homogeneous equations. Thus, the natural time-dependent analog of Theorem HL is invalid. In [25] an example of a complete ultrabornological LCS E for which unex(¿2) <2 ex'(E) is constructed. Hence y = 0. Since <p € E' is arbitrary, the Hahn-Banach theorem implies that x = 0, which is a contradiction.
Let E be a LCS, T € L(E)
